Biomechanical basis of optimal scoliosis surgical correction.
For an optimal approach to surgical correction of scoliosis, it was deemed desirable to biomechanically simulate the set of corrective forces applied by alternative internal fixation systems, so as to determine and apply the internal fixation system producing the best correction under safe levels of forces applied by the fixation systems to the spinal structures. To this end, we have developed, and presented here, (1) a spinal finite-element model relating the applied corrective forces to the corrected spinal configurations, (2) a method for determining the stiffness of the patient's spine prior to surgery, (3) computerized finite-element analysis simulation of alternative internal correction-fixation systems, so as to determine the most efficacious system, (4) instrumentations for surgically implementing the recommendations of the surgical simulation analysis and (5) comparisons of the model-simulated and surgically-obtained corrected spinal configurations. These procedures together constitute the biomechanical foundations of scoliosis surgical correction.